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The Influence of Wood Structure Destruction on Viscous Elastic Properties
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The paper presents methods and equipment of resonance vibrations used in the studies of influence of wood
assortments destruction. The analysis of macrostructure of spruce wood boards and from their cute scantlings is
presented. It is shown that modulus of elasticity and coefficient of damping of scantlings depends on orientation of
boards cut and proportion of early wood and late wood in the nick. It is obtained that the modulus of elasticity of
scantlings in case of radial and mixed cut is by 5 % less than the modulus of elasticity of boards whereof scantlings
are cutaway. In case of tangential cut destruction of boards, practically no influence was found. In all cases
coefficient of damping of scantlings was higher by 40 % than that for boards. Modulus of elasticity of boards is
higher by 2.5 % and coefficient of damping – by 10 % less than the average parameters of from their cute
scantlings. The data of research can by used in the making of acoustical and glued-up article of wood, on the
selection of viscous elastic parameters of separate parts.
Keywords: scantling, board, modulus of elasticity, coefficient of damping, resonance vibration, spruce wood, early
wood, late wood.

1. INTRODUCTION ∗

determined not only by the type of wood, but also by the
appropriate construction of the article [10, 11].
Many producers of musical instruments pay attention
to rings of wood, ratio of early and late wood, density and
other [8]. Much work was done to evaluate mechanical
properties of resonant wood, and to determine the dependence between anatomic elements of wood and acoustic
properties [12].
In the analysis of wood structure from the trunk to the
roots, it is known that early wood is made of thin-walled
and wide-cavity elements, and the late one – of thickwalled elements (Fig. 1) [13, 14]. It is obvious that in
wood processing from balks to planks, and various
elements and samples, the structure of particular part is
destroyed.

When producing wooden articles and selecting wood it
is necessary to know mechanical properties not only of the
product but also of its separate parts.
Wood is attributed to viscous elastic materials.
Therefore classical research methods with evaluation of
modulus of elasticity and viscous characteristics do not
provide good results [1, 2]. With dynamic research in
wooden samples, oscillation frequency allows to evaluate
modulus of elasticity, and the dissipation of energy –
coefficient of damping [3, 4].
Individual parts of a wooden article are made of
various parts of a tree trunk. In many cases it is necessary
to know the regularities of distribution of viscous elastic
properties throughout the trunk of a tree. Much of work
was done to evaluate the properties of a tree trunk as well
as the distribution of viscous elastic properties over the
trunk [5 – 7].
Wood is widely used as a building material. The
columns, beams, floor and various revetments, etc., are
made of it. Both natural and glued-up wood is used for
this. When deciding of strength properties of wooden
constructions, it is of high importance to take into account
a dynamic modulus of elasticity. For sound insulation the
main wood parameters are mass or density, critical
frequency and coefficient of damping [8].
Recently a glued-up wood became widely used, the
properties of which are determined by the properties of
separate components [9]. It is known that modulus of
elasticity of glued-up board is higher, and coefficient of
damping is lower than analogous parameters of the used
scantlings.
Producing the acoustic wooden articles, i. e., acoustic
boards, furniture, floor, and others, it is necessary to ensure
a required sound absorption coefficient. In most cases it is
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b

Fig. 1. Cuts of a fir (a) and pine (b) wood: a – crosscut of trunk;
b – crosscut of root [13, 14]

Elimination of one component (e. g. cutting off the part
of early or late wood of a ring) will have some influence
on viscous elastic properties of the product.
The objective of this study – to evaluate the effect of
structure integrity on viscous elastic properties of wood.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

It is known that mentioned method and equipment allow measuring the modulus of elasticity with precision by
0.5 % [7] (resonance frequency of wood articles were
measured with a precision of 0.1 Hz, length of board
(scantling) – with a precision of 0.05 mm, width and thickness – 0.02 mm, mass – 0,01 g ). Absolute instrumental
error of modulus of elasticity was 40 MPa – 65 MPa.
After evaluation of the amplitude-frequency characteristic, the coefficient of damping of assortment is
determined (loss angle tangent):
f − f1
tgδ = 2
,
(2)
fr

In the research: 20 fir boards with dimensions
(620 × 125 × 12) mm were used. The moisture varied
between 9 % – 11 %, and density in the range of (405 – 525)
kg/m3. Before the tests they were left in the premise for 2
months at the temperature about 20 °C, and relative air
humidity about 60 %. The boards were cut out from
various places of a balk. They did not have any visible
imperfections and defects. The dimensions of the boards
were measured by a sliding calliper (length with a
precision of 0.05 mm, width and thickness with a precision
of 0.02 mm), and mass was measured by the electronic
scales (to within 0.01 g).
For the research an original method and equipment
were applied [15]. The schemes of a test stand and studied
assortment are presented in Figure 2.

where fr is the resonant frequency, f1 , f2 are the frequencies
at which resonant amplitude decreases by 2 times.
Experimental error values of coefficient of damping
were by 0.3 % (absolute instrumental error (4 – 10) × 10 –5
r. u.).
Later the boards were cut into 5 scantlings (width of a
rip about 1.5 mm) of the same width (about 23 mm), and
modulus of elasticity and coefficient of damping of
integral board were compared with the average parameters
of the scantlings composing it. In order to prevent the
variation in mechanical properties due to environmental
effects, tests of each board were performed within 2 hours.
Research was carried out in the following order. At first
modulus of elasticity and coefficient of damping of the
board were estimated. Then a first scantling was cut off it,
and parameters of a cut out scantling and narrowed board
were determined. Analogically the second, the third, and
the fourth scantlings were cut off evaluating modulus of
elasticity and coefficient of damping of them and of
„remained“ board.

a

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the dominant arrangement of fibre, the
boards were classified into three groups. The first group
included the boards with the dominating radial cut (10
boards). Their average density was 474 kg/m3. The second
group – tangential cut (4 boards, 428 kg/m3), the third –
combined cut (6 boards, 449 kg/m3).
The variation of average modulus of elasticity and
coefficient of damping of the first group boards and of
scantlings forming the boards are presented in Figure 3
(each point shows the average value of 10 specimens).
One can see (Fig. 3) that modulus of elasticity of not
destroyed boards is about 3 % higher (it varied in the range
of 9850 MPa – 10000 MPa) than the average modulus of
elasticity of scantlings (varied between 9610 MPa – 9720
MPa). The coefficient of damping in this case is about
10 % lower. It was determined that coefficient of damping
of the boards has varied in the range of (0.0097 – 0.0111)
r. u., and of scantlings – (0.0115 – 0.0120) r. u. Analysing
individual boards of the first group, it was established that
in some cases the modulus of elasticity was up to 5 %
higher and the damping coefficient up to 40 % lower than
respective parameters of the scantlings forming it. Density
of late wood is by 2 times higher than density of early
wood and modulus of elasticity is directly proportional for
density [18, 19].

b
Fig. 2. Schemes of a test stand for wood articles (a) and of board
(b): 1 – wood assortment and type of its inflection (mode);
2 – elastic elements; 3 – massive support; 4 – acoustic
vibrator; 5 – generator; 6 – vibrosensor; 7 – gauge;
8 – oscilloscope; 9 – phasometer; 10 – location of a rip;
l – length of a board, d – width, h – thickness

Since an assortment is freely placed on elastic
elements 2, this case satisfies the boundary conditions of
unattached board or side of a bar [16].
Having determined the frequency at which the
oscillating studied assortment bends in a first mode and
after evaluation of other parameters, modulus of elasticity
is calculated [17].
E=

4 f r2 π 2 l 4 ρs

,
(1)
A2 I
where fr is a resonant frequency of the first mode; l is the
length of sample; ρ is the density; s is the area of a crosssection; A is the coefficient depending on the type of
sample attachment and inflection mode; I is the moment of
cross-section inertia.
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The boards of the second and third group were
analysed analogically. Variation of modulus of elasticity
and coefficient of damping of the boards and their
scantlings are shown in Fig. 4.
One can see (Fig. 4) that modulus of elasticity in the
case of boards with tangential cut and scantlings forming
them are very close (difference was around 0.2 % on
average). The modulus of elasticity of the boards varied in
the range of 11550 MPa – 11760 MPa, and of cut off
scantlings – 11520 MPa – 11920 MPa. In the case of
combined cut the modulus of elasticity of the boards was
about 2 % higher (of boards 11210 MPa – 12040 MPa, and
of scantlings –11000 MPa – 11750 MPa).
The coefficient of damping in this case was also
around 10 % lower (mean coefficient of damping of the
boards varied between 0.0084 r. u. – 0.0103 r. u., and of
scantlings – between 0.0102 r. u. – 0.0107 r. u.). It was
determined that in some cases coefficient of damping has
decreased to 32 %.
Determinated values of the modulus of elasticity and
coefficient of damping of boards were coherent with the
density of boards (absolute instrumental error of density
was 2.5 kg/m3). Regularities of variation of density,
modulus of elasticity and coefficient of damping of the
first group boards (10 boards) with radial cut are presented
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Variation of modulus of elasticity (a) and coefficient of
damping (b) of the boards with radial cut and scantlings
forming them: 1 – parameters of uncut boards;
2 – average parameters of scantlings forming some parts
of boards
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Fig. 5. Variation regularities of average density (a, 1), modulus of
elasticity (a, 2) and coefficient of damping (b) of the
boards with radial cut

c

It was established (Fig. 5) that, when density of boards
changes in the range of 470 kg/m3 – 485 kg/m3, the range
of modulus of elasticity variation was 9140 MPa –
10000 MPa, and of coefficient of damping – 0.0126 r. u. –
0.0097 r. u. Analogical regularities were obtained also in
the case of boards of other groups. It was determined that
in the case of tangential cut, when the average density of
the boards increases from 415 kg/m3 to 440 kg/m3, the
modulus of elasticity increased from 11550 MPa to
11820 MPa, and the coefficient of damping decreased from
0.0103 r. u. to 0.0083 r. u. With a density of the boards

d
Fig. 4. Variation of modulus of elasticity and coefficient of
damping of the boards with tangential cut (a, b) and
combined (c, d) cut and their scantlings; where
1 – parameters of uncut board; 2 – average parameters of
scantlings forming a respective part of a sample
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with combined cut changing from 450 kg/m3 to 466 kg/m3,
the modulus of elasticity increased from 11210 MPa to
12045 MPa, and the coefficient of damping – from
0.0087 r. u. to 0.0100 r. u.
To evaluate more correctly the influence of the board
integrity destruction, the macrostructure of wood was
estimated. It was determined that in the boards with radial
and combined cut the number of rings varied from 26 to
51, and their width was 2 mm – 5 mm. The ratio of early
and late wood in these boards was various: in some (6
boards) it was practically equal, and in other (7 boards)
early wood exceeded late about 3 times. It is obvious that
the density of wood depended on this ratio. Average
density of the boards with nearly the same amount of late
wood as early one, was 497 kg/m3, and of the boards with
prevailing early wood – 440 kg/m3.
Besides it was determined that the difference of
viscous elastic properties of boards and their scantlings
depended on dominating type of wood in the rip. All rips
were classified into three groups: A – early wood prevailing in the rip, B – nearly the same amount of early and late
wood in the rip, C – late wood prevailing in the rip. Thus
values of differences of modulus of elasticity and coefficient of damping of boards and scantlings forming boards
were evaluated. Data of the research are shown on Fig. 6.
As we may see (Fig. 6) cutting through the early wood
the modulus of elasticity of the boards is about 1.2 %
higher than the average modulus of elasticity of scantlings
forming them. When nearly the same amount of early and
late wood was in the rip, this difference increased up to
2.5 %. If in the rip late wood dominate, modulus of
elasticity of boards was about 5 % higher than average
modulus of elasticity of scantlings forming them. It was
determined that the coefficient of damping is this case is
distributed according to other regularities. It was
established that the coefficient of damping changes at most
when nearly the same amount of early and late wood come
into the rip (in this case coefficient of damping of the
boards is about 31 % lower than modulus of elasticity of
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scantlings forming them). When cutting through early or
late wood the coefficient of damping of the boards
decreases respectively 17 % and 21 %.
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Fig. 6. Values of average differences of modulus of elasticity (a)
and coefficient of damping (b) of the boards with radial
and combined cuts and their scantlings

As it is known (Fig. 1), the diameter of tracheides of
early wood is much bigger, and the walls are thinner than
of late wood tracheides. Also the late wood is much stiffer,
and its modulus of elasticity is much higher than of early
wood. On the other hand, it is known that elastic and
viscous properties of viscous elastic body (including wood)
in the assortment are distributed in inverse ratio [7].
The values of modulus of elasticity of first group
boards and scantlings forming them are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Modulus of elasticity of the first group boards and scantlings forming them
Number of
board

Modulus of
elasticity of
boards, MPa

5

∑ Ei

Modulus of elasticity of scantlings, MPa
E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

i =1

ΔE ,
MPa

ΔE ,
%

5

1

10180

10900

10070

9210

9470

8620

9654

526

5.2

2

11180

11050

12700

12620

8520

10580

11094

86

0.8

3

12550

13750

12970

13940

11870

7960

12098

452

3.6

4

8920

8620

9510

8130

8740

7870

8574

346

3.9

5

10010

9550

9220

9040

11010

10370

9838

172

1.7

6

8610

7990

8540

7830

8060

7770

8038

572

6.6

7

8920

8620

9960

8170

8480

7540

8554

366

4.1

8

10470

10450

9460

10500

10530

10660

10320

150

1.4

9

9600

10040

8470

7750

9850

10200

9262

338

3.5

10

10120

11200

9650

9270

9150

9790

9812

308

3.0

Average

10060

9724

332

3.3

* here Ei – modulus of elasticity every of scantlings, ΔE – difference between modulus of elasticity of boards and average modulus of
elasticity of scantlings forming them.
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Table 2. Coefficient of damping of the first group boards and scantlings forming them
V

∑ tgiδ

Coefficient of
damping of
boards, r.u.

I

tg δ

II

tg δ

III

tg δ

IV

tg δ

tg δ

1

0.0109

0.0089

0.0106

0.0110

0.0128

0.0176

2

0.0102

0.0144

0.0117

0.0099

0.0130

0.0127

3

0.0089

0.0094

0.0099

0.0104

0.0093

4

0.0097

0.0119

0.0158

0.0123

5

0.0085

0.0089

0.0095

0.0126

6

0.0112

0.0129

0.0122

7

0.0094

0.0109

8

0.0080

9

0.0090

10

0.0108

Average

0.0097

Number
of board

Coefficient of damping of scantlings, r. u.

Δtgδ,
r.u.

Δtgδ,
%

0.0122

0.0013

11.9

0.0124

0.0021

20.8

0.0145

0.0107

0.0017

19.4

0.0150

0.0127

0.0135

0.0039

39.8

0.0088

0.0114

0.0102

0.0018

20.8

0.0089

0.0116

0.0116

0.0114

0.0002

1.9

0.0122

0.0127

0.0121

0.0155

0.0127

0.0033

34.5

0.0095

0.0104

0.0106

0.0095

0.0100

0.0100

0.0020

25.7

0.0108

0.0129

0.0118

0.0100

0.0086

0.0108

0.0018

20.5

0.0116

0.0100

0.0114

0.0114

0.0106

0.0110

0.0002

1.5

0.0115

0.0018

18.9

V

i=I

5

* here tgiδ – coefficient of damping every of scantlings, Δtgδ – difference between coefficient of damping of boards and average
coefficient of damping of scantlings forming them.

As we can see in Table 1, in all cases modulus of
elasticity of boards is higher than average modulus of
elasticity of scantlings forming them. Difference varies in
range 80 MPa – 570 MPa (0.8 % – 6.6 % in total value).
The modulus of elasticity of assortments was measured
with precision by 0.5 %.
The values of coefficient of damping of first group
boards and scantlings forming them are shown in Table 2.
Obtained (Table 2), that in all cases coefficient of
damping of boards is lower than average coefficient of
damping of scantlings forming them. Difference was
1.5 % – 40 % (coefficient of damping of assortments was
measured with precision by 0.3 %).
Obtained values of difference of modulus of elasticity
and coefficient of damping of boards and scantlings were
processed statistically. Statistical data are shown in
Table 3.

Analogical results were obtained also in the case of
boards of others group.
It is obvious that changes in modulus of elasticity and
coefficient of damping were due to destruction of integral
structure of the board, and also in the sample with altered
ratio of early and late wood.
Thus the research results allow evaluating the degree
of wood structure destruction as well as of changes in the
properties. It is clear that, for instance, when cutting the
beam into the boards, the value of modulus of elasticity is
„lost“, and the value of coefficient of damping is „gained“.
Research results may be used in manufacture of acoustic
and glued wood articles, in selection of appropriate
parameters of separate parts, i. e., number, number of
joints, etc.

Table 3. Statistical rates of differences of modulus of elasticity
and coefficient of damping of the first group boards and
scantlings forming them

1.

Difference of
modulus of
elasticity

Difference of
coefficient of
damping

Average
value

332

0.0018

Average square
deflection

160

0.0012

Variation
coefficient, %

48

63

Statistical
rate

4. CONCLUSIONS

2.

3.

4.

As we can see in Table 3 the scatter of difference of
viscous elastic properties of boards and forming them
scantlings is enough big (variation coefficient of values of
difference of modulus of elasticity is 48 % and coefficient
of damping – 63 %).

5.
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It was determined that in the case of radial and
combined cut, the modulus of elasticity of the boards
is up to 2.5 % higher than average modulus of
elasticity of scantlings cut out of them, and in the case
of tangential cut, the modulus of elasticity are close
(difference is about 0.2 %).
It was established that with an increase of late wood in
the rip, the modulus of elasticity of the scantlings
decreases by 5 % compared to the modulus of
elasticity of the boards.
It was found that irrespective of the cut chosen, the
coefficient of damping of the boards is up to 10 %
lower than average coefficient of damping of the
scantlings cut out of them.
It was set that, when boards were cut into scantlings,
an average coefficient of damping of the scantlings
may increase to 31 %.
It was determined that the modulus of elasticity of fir
boards varies in direct ratio, and the coefficient of
damping - in reverse ratio to density variation.
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